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     NEED FOR BEADS

Slide every-color beads and dangles 
(the dangles come pre-strung on one 
of our necklaces) onto earring hoops, 

and say bye-bye to complicated jewelry 
projects. Just detach beads and strands, 

string ’em onto hoops, and let your 
bead beauty shine.

   LEARNING CURVE

A go-big statement necklace like this 
one (with matching earrings) is easy to 
DIY. Arrange etched pendants—these 
crescents come in three sizes—into a 
trendy tapered design, and join them 

all with jump rings. Add-on bead 
dangles are a whimsical plus.

    MOVED TO TIERS

Cascading tiers of mismatched 
beads give this necklace a decidedly 
free-spirit feel. Start with one intact 
beaded strand. Then remove part of 
the chain from additional strands, 
and join them all by hooking each 

strand to the end of the one above it. 
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    SEEING TRIPLE
Great things come in threes…and that’s why we tripled the 
curb appeal on this stylish brass beauty. Join a few of your 
favorite made-you-look pendants, and hook them onto a 
chunky chain—double lobster clasps make it extra easy 
to swap out pieces. 

    CHAIN EVENT

An exotic, dangly pendant makes tribal style look 
effortless. But the thing that makes it authentic? A 
beaded mix-and-match chain. Trade segments of a 
gold chain for wood and glass beads (strung onto 
eye pins), and you’ve got a best-of-boho creation.

    DANGLES AWAY
Here’s lookin’ at you, jewelry newbies! Start your journey into style-savvy accessories with 

no-fuss projects like these—our daring dangle pendants aren’t afraid to stand alone. 
If you’re feeling ambitious, try swapping dangles for painted beads.
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CHARMED, I’M SURE

If you’re looking to DIY your way to 
trendy handmade accessories in a 

crafternoon or two, here’s one surefire 
way to get started—and it all starts 
with charms. Pick up a mix of trendy 
trinkets and slide them onto a group 

of beaded strands or chains. 

   MORE IS MORE

This piled-on necklace is nothing short 
of a stampeding herd of adorableness. 
Attach loads and loads of charms and 

beads to a sturdy chain for a look that’s 
bigger, better, and a whole lot wilder 
than your average statement necklace

—in the best way. 

    AWE OF THE JUNGLE

Jungle-chic jewelry? It’s all the rage. 
And these chunky doodads—complete 
with a rhinestoned, tasseled elephant 
—bring some seriously tribal flair to 
a basic beaded necklace. We attached 

them to the necklace with a trio of 
thick, gold rings.



CLIP, CLIP, HOORAY! 

Here’s our best trick of the 
jewelry-making trade:

 easy-to-use lobster clasps!  
When you grab a handful of 

ready-to-go pendants and clasps, 
any accessory becomes a 

quick-change artist—clip on a 
new one whenever you’re in need 

of an easy style swap-up.
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BRACE YOURSELF
Bangles galore make a boho gal's 

heart soar! The key to pulling off this 
free-spirited look is in the funky mix of 

colors, textures and sizes. 
So grab some ready-to-wear bracelets 

(we've got wood, fabric and more), 
and pile on the charms and beads.

    WIRE AWAY

Your inner fashion goddess will go gaga for 
this multi-texture necklace. Grab a handful 
of these bead-topped wooden pendants, 

and wrap them with as little or as much wire 
as you like. Then connect them with jump 

rings and jewelry wire at the beads.



    AZTEC YOU LIKE IT
Earthy mixed-media beads and 

Aztec-inspired pendants give your 
handmade jewelry a healthy dose of 

grass-roots charm. If you’re working with 
big, loose beads like these, string them 

onto plastic cord and tie it off at the back.
(FROM THE COVER)

   CUFF LUCK   
All of the drama, none of the fuss—that’s 
what we’re going for with this quirky heart 

cuff. To attach it to the leather, stitch through 
hole openings at the top and bottom of the 

pendant with invisible thread…then let the 
wow factor work its magic. 

(FROM THE COVER)

DARE TO DRAPE
For the dangle-loving diva in all of us, 

these kitschy-meets-classy chandeliers are 
a must. They come like you see ’em, minus 

the earring hooks and extra white bead 
at the top. Our favorite part? The 

gold-and-silver combo means 
no matching woes. 
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JEWELS OF THE TRADE

Get ready to climb the ladder of trendiness 
in this three-tier stunner! Remove a 

link from the center of a chain, and attach 
the gem-dotted pendant (comes as-is) with 

jump rings. For a matching bracelet, connect 
two pendants (with fringe removed).

    DANGLE DOODLE DANDY

For an easy-breezy statement necklace, 
try these dancing dangles on for size. 
Attach the beaded ring (it comes as-is) to
a bead-embellished eye pin, and secure the 
piece to a chain. And for a giftable jewelry 
set, make a pair of earrings to match.

     BEADING FRENZY

Embellish intricate half-moon pendants with bundles of beads 
(just stack them on looped-at-one-end headpins) for a look that’s 
at once boho and glamorous. You’ll need a chain, fish-hook ear 
wires, and jump rings for this necklace-and-earrings set.

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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